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Bite Marks
Orbit Jaz Parks here. But I'm not alone. I'm hearing voices in my head - and they're
not mine. The problem, or maybe the solution, is work. And the job's a stinker this
time -- killing the gnomes that are threatening to topple NASA's Australian-based
space complex. Yeah, I know. Vayl and I should still be able to kick this one in our
sleep. Except that Hell has thrown up a demon named Kyphas to knock us oﬀ track.
And damn is she indestructible!

Bitten in Two
Hachette UK Jaz Parks here. I. Am. Pissed. Just as Vayl and I arrive in Morocco to
secure an ancient artifact, he wakes up calling me by another woman's name. And
it's not even a good one. But since any form of argument transforms him into an
unholy terror, I'm forced to play along until the gang and I can ﬁgure out what kind
of power has so vastly altered his perceptions. So it's time for me to do what any
well-trained assassin in my position might do. I attack. What follows is a hair-raising,
breath-taking bullet train ride to the ﬁnish as the crew battles on multiple fronts. I
now know what I have to do -- I must return to hell one last time.

Biting the Bullet
Orbit I'm Lucille Robinson (aka Jaz Parks). This is a mission unlike anything my
vampire boss, Vayl, and I have ever been on. It's not our usual take-them-out-andrun; it's an undercover mission that needs the whole gang: a psychic, an interpreter,
and a weapons specialist. We've never gone in which such heavy artillery before, but
the more the merrier, right? Um...nope. At least not since Vayl and I learned part of
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our job is to ferret out a mole concealed in our unit. To add to our problems, we're
being harried by a pack of reavers bent on revenge, and targeted by a Seer who
wants to share Vayl's power - at any cost. This is going to be a blast.

Once Bitten, Twice Shy
Orbit I'm Jaz Parks. My boss is Vayl, born in Romania in 1744. Died there too, at the
hand of his vampire wife, Liliana. But that's ancient history. For the moment Vayl
works for the C.I.A. doing what he does best--assassination. And I help. You could say
I'm an Assistant Assassin. But then I'd have to kick your ass. Vayl and I have to take
out a Miami plastic surgeon with ties to terrorism. But the assignment gets
complicated when it turns out he's in cahoots with a supernatural nasty powerful
enough to bring America to her knees.

Dead Man Rising
A Dante Valentine Novel
Orbit "Dark fantasy has a new heroine." --- SFX When the dead call, she answers.
Bounty hunting is a helluva job, but it pays the bills. And it lets Necromance Dante
Valentine forget her issues---like struggling with her half-demon side and the
memory of her lover's death. Now psychics all over the city are being savagely
murdered---and a piece of the past Dante thought she'd buried is stalking the night
with a vengeance. Too bad she's got no way to tell which ﬁend--or friend--to trust. Or
that her most horrifying nightmares are gathering to take one kick-ass bounty hunter
down for the count. But that's only the beginning. The Devil just called. He's looking
for Dante's lover--the one he killed... Dante Valentine Novels Working for the Devil
Dead Man Rising Devil's Right Hand Saint City Sinners To Hell and Back Dante
Valentine (omnibus) For more from Lilith Saintcrow, check out: Gallow and Ragged
Trailer Park Fae Bannon and Clare The Iron Wyrm Aﬀair The Red Plague Aﬀair The
Ripper Aﬀair The Damnation Aﬀair (e-only) Jill Kismet Novels Night Shift Hunter's
Prayer Redemption Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's Spite Angel Town Jill Kismet
(omnibus) A Romance of Arquitaine Novels The Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King
Blood Call (coming August 2015)

The Devil's Right Hand
Orbit Dante Valentine, Necromancer and bounty hunter, just wants to be left alone.
But the Devil has other ideas. The Prince wants Dante. And he wants her now. And
Dante and her lover, Japhrimel, have no choice but to answer the Prince's summons.
And to fulﬁll a seemingly simple task: become the Devil's Right Hand, hunt down four
demons that have escaped from Hell, and earn His gratitude. It's a shame that
nothing is ever easy when it comes to the Devil. Because of course, he doesn't tell
Dante the whole truth: there is a rebellion brewing in Hell. And there is a good
chance that Lucifer is about to be pushed oﬀ the throne. But Dante is getting really
tired of being pushed around. And this time, she might be angry enough to take on
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the Devil himself... Dante Valentine Novels Working for the Devil Dead Man Rising
Devil's Right Hand Saint City Sinners To Hell and Back Dante Valentine (omnibus) For
more from Lilith Saintcrow, check out: Gallow and Ragged Trailer Park Fae Bannon
and Clare The Iron Wyrm Aﬀair The Red Plague Aﬀair The Ripper Aﬀair The
Damnation Aﬀair (e-only) Jill Kismet Novels Night Shift Hunter's Prayer Redemption
Alley Flesh Circus Heaven's Spite Angel Town Jill Kismet (omnibus) A Romance of
Arquitaine Novels The Hedgewitch Queen The Bandit King Blood Call (coming August
2015)

Death's Daughter
Penguin Calliope Reaper-Jones is called into the family business when her father,
Death, is kidnapped and, in order to take his place as CEO, she must compete
against the Devil's protâegâe to ﬁnd three objects of power in hell.

The Cursed
Macmillan With the death of the Chairman, Lilith, of Satan's Consorts, is on the
vampire throne as the Vampire Council's new head and uses her powers to raise the
dark covens to aid her in her plot to gain Damali's new-found angelic powers that will
allow her evil progeny, the unborn heir to the Dark Realms, to take his throne as the
Anti-Christ and to unleash Armageddon. Reprint.

The Thirteenth
A Vampire Huntress Legend
St. Martin's Griﬃn The Thirteenth is the mind-blowing ﬁnale to the Vampire Huntress
Legend series from bestselling author L.A. Banks The entire Neteru Guardian team is
on the run, having now been labeled as America's most-wanted terrorists following
the gruesome demon battle that felled the Washington Monument and crashed the
front doors of the White House. The Anti-Christ is positioned for emergence, the
powers of darkness have released the pale horse of the apocalypse, and half the
Neteru team is pregnant. Plagues from hell that ravage the country are being cited
as stemming from bio-terrorism. The nation is under martial law. The Neterus and
their team are underground. If things weren't bad enough, the Dark Realm breaks
the sixth Biblical seal, which plunges the world into perpetual darkness...and
irrevocably into the Armageddon.

Bitten to Death
Orbit Jaz Parks here. My latest mission has taken me to the ancient Greek city of
Patras; but instead of soaking up its splendor, I'm here to inﬁltrate a Vampere Trust.
Only two vamps have ever escaped the tightly bound communities and lived to tell
the tale: Edward "The Raptor" Samos, the most reviled criminal mastermind in
recent memory, and Vayl, the CIA's number one assassin, who also happens to be
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my boss. The Raptor is trying to take over Vayl's former Trust. Unfortunately, the
Trust's new leader has her own plans. This job is going to be the death of me.

Saint City Sinners
The Dante Valentine Novels: Book
Four
Hachette UK Saint City has always been Dante Valentine's home. It's where she grew
up, it's where her dead are buried, and it's where she learned to hunt. Now, one call
from an old friend will bring her back to investigate a murder too close to home for
anyone's comfort. But the one person she trusted has just betrayed her. Sometimes
revenge is best served demon-hot ...

Touch the Dark: A Cassie Palmer
Novel Volume 1
A Cassie Palmer Novel
Penguin Group Australia Cassandra Palmer can see the future and communicate with
spirits – talents that make her attractive to the dead and the undead. The ghosts of
the dead aren't usually dangerous; they just like to talk . . . a lot. The undead are
another matter. Like any sensible girl, Cassie tries to avoid vampires. But when the
bloodsucking maﬁoso she escaped three years ago ﬁnds Cassie again with
vengeance on his mind, she's forced to turn to the vampire Senate for protection.
The undead senators won't help her for nothing, and Cassie ﬁnds herself working
with one of their most powerful members, a dangerously seductive master vampire –
and the price he demands may be more than Cassie is willing to pay . . .

Chill Factor
Penguin Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin must now confront her ultimate challenge,
a deeply disturbed teenager named Kevin, who has holed up in a Las Vegas hotel
with the most powerful Djinn in the world to unleash a cataclysm on the world.
Original.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to
Learning Italian, 3rd Edition
Penguin Learn the language of la dolce vita! For anyone who wants to learn and
enjoy the most expressive and romantic of languages, the third edition of 'The
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Complete Idiot's Guide to Learning Italian' is the ﬁrst choice for a whole new
generation of enthusiastic students of Italian. This updated edition includes two new
quick references on verbs, grammar, and sentence structure; two new appendixes
on Italian synonyms and popular idiomatic phrases; and updated business and
money sections. First two editions have sold extraordinariy well. Italian is the fourth
most popular language in the United States.

Graceling
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt In a world where some people are born with extreme and
often-feared skills called Graces, Katsa struggles for redemption from her Grace of
killing, and teams up with another young ﬁghter to save their land from a corrupt
king.

Blood Law
Dell To stop a vampire killer, she’ll have to slay her own demons ﬁrst. A provocative
and savvy vampire, Alexandra Sabian moves to the sleepy hamlet of Jeﬀerson,
Mississippi—population 6,000, half vampires—to escape the demons lurking in her
past. As an enforcer for the Federal Bureau of Preternatural Investigations (FBPI),
Alex must maintain the uneasy peace between her kind and humans, including
Jeﬀerson’s bigoted sheriﬀ, who’d be happy to see all vampires banished from town.
Then really dead vamps start turning up—beheaded, cruciﬁed, and defanged, the
same gruesome manner in which Alex’s father was murdered decades ago. For Alex,
the professional has become way too personal. Things get even more complicated
when the FBPI sends in some unnervingly sexy backup: Alex’s onetime mentor,
lover, and ﬁancé, Varik Baudelaire. Still stinging from the betrayal that ended their
short-lived engagement, Alex is determined not to give in to the temptation that
soon threatens to short-circuit her investigation. But as the vamp body count grows
and the public panic level rises, Varik may be Alex’s only hope to stop a relentless
killer who’s got his own score to settle and his own bloody past to put right.

Kiki Strike: Inside the Shadow City
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Twelve-year-old Ananka Fishbein discovers an
underground room in the park across from her New York City apartment and meets a
mysterious girl called Kiki Strike, who claims that she, too, wants to explore the
subterranean world.

Scouting Jasmine
Orbit Jaz Parks is on the hunt for a politically-powerful vampire; but little does she
know that she herself is being hunted - by her future boss, Vayl. In this exciting short
story that takes place prior to Once Bitten, Twice Shy, Vayl sees Jaz in action for the
very ﬁrst time. Word count: ~7200
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The Shadows
A Vampire Huntress Legend
St. Martin's Paperbacks The Dark Realms are taking cover after an angel onslaught
from On High. The Anti-Christ has been injured and the fourth Biblical seal has been
broken. Yonnie and Val, a strange combination of a daywalker and an angel hybrid,
have joined Damali and Carlos’s team. And the two new Council Level vamps,
Elizabeth Bathory and Lucrezia Borgia, are still in recovery from their last mission…
Seething in the underworld is the Unnamed One, so furious that he’s bringing the
battle topside, unleashing a full-frontal assault on mankind for the oﬀenses
committed by the Vampire Huntress team. Now Damali and Carlos must address
serious human casualties and collateral damage—all while the vampire councilman,
Nuit, rebuilds Blood Music to become more than a record label, but a media
brainwashing empire for the dark lord…

Half the Blood of Brooklyn
A Novel
Del Rey “One of the most remarkable prose stylists to emerge from the noir tradition
in this century.” –Stephen King “Hard-boiled horror, pulp noir vampires, decaying
urban souls– you’re gonna need a shower after this one. . . . [Huston] kicks down the
door of horror.” –Fangoria, on Already Dead There’s only so much room on the
Island, only so much blood, and Manhattan’s Vampyre Clans aren’t interested in
sharing. So when the Vyrus-infected dregs of New York’s outer boroughs start
creeping across the bridges and through the tunnels, the Clans want to know why.
Bad luck for PI and general hard case Joe Pitt. See, Joe used to be a Rogue, used to
work oﬀ his own dime, picked his own gigs, but tight times and a terminally ill
girlfriend pushed him into the arms of the renegade Society Clan. Now he has all the
cash and blood he needs, but at a steep price. The price tonight is crossing the
bridge, rolling to Coney Island, ﬁnding the Freak Clan, and ﬁguring out what’s driving
that bunch of savages to scratch at the Society’s door. No need to look far. The
answer lies around the corner in Gravesend. Convenient, all those graves. From
uptown to the boardwalk, war drums are beating. Murderous family feuds and
personal grudges are being drawn and brandished, along with the long knives. Blood
will spill and, big surprise, Joe’s in the middle. But hey, why should this night be
diﬀerent from any other? Sunset to sunrise: put oﬀ a war, keep your head attached
to your neck, and save your girl. Check. Joe’s on the case. Praise for Charlie Huston
and his Joe Pitt novels “In conceiving his world (a New York City divided by vampire
clans, each with diﬀerent reasons to hate Pitt), Huston gives a fading genre a fresh
afterlife. [Grade:] A.” –Entertainment Weekly “[Huston] creates a world that is at
once supernatural and totally familiar, imaginative, and utterly convincing.” –The
Philadelphia Inquirer
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Another One Bites the Dust
Orbit I'm Jaz Parks. CIA assassin. Black belt. Belly dancer at the Corpus Christi Winter
Festival. The last is cover for my latest mission: retrieve a vital piece of
biotechnology by killing the maniac who stole it. He's Chien-Lung, an obsessive
vamp who's invulnerable while wearing his armor - which is constantly. Then there
are the reavers, ancient ﬁends who murder innocents and eat their souls. Only I can
sense them. So it's not long before they'll want me dead, dead, dead.

Fang-tastic Fiction
Twenty-ﬁrst-century Paranormal
Reads
American Library Association Mathews uses a limited deﬁnition of paranormal, and
examines works set, for the most part, in a relatively realistic modern world
inhabited by both humans and paranormal beings.

Scoundrels, Monsters, and Special
Circumstances
Orbit October-December 2010
Orbit Orbit is pleased to present a selection from each of our upcoming titles for Fall
2010. Inside you'll ﬁnd everything from king-stealing thieves, to zombie-hunting
couples. We have the newest Iain M. Banks novel Surface Detail, Greg Bear's
triumphant return to deep space SF with Hull Zero Three, new novels from urban
fantasy greats like Lilith Saintcrow and Jennifer Rardin. We're especially pleased to
introduce debut author, Rachel Aaron, with her three rip-roaring fantasy adventures
in three months.

The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms
Orbit After her mother's mysterious death, a young woman is summoned to the
ﬂoating city of Sky in order to claim a royal inheritance she never knew existed in
the ﬁrst book in this award-winning fantasy trilogy from the NYT bestselling author of
The Fifth Season. Yeine Darr is an outcast from the barbarian north. But when her
mother dies under mysterious circumstances, she is summoned to the majestic city
of Sky. There, to her shock, Yeine is named an heiress to the king. But the throne of
the Hundred Thousand Kingdoms is not easily won, and Yeine is thrust into a vicious
power struggle with cousins she never knew she had. As she ﬁghts for her life, she
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draws ever closer to the secrets of her mother's death and her family's bloody
history. With the fate of the world hanging in the balance, Yeine will learn how
perilous it can be when love and hate - and gods and mortals - are bound
inseparably together. The Inheritance Trilogy The Hundred Thousand KingdomsThe
Broken KingdomsThe Kingdom of Gods The Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus edition)
Shades in Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (e-only short ﬁction) The Awakened
Kingdom (e-only novella) For more from N. K. Jemisin, check out: Dreamblood
DuologyThe Killing MoonThe Shadowed Sun The Broken Earth The Fifth SeasonThe
Obelisk GateThe Stone Sky

The Golem Hunt
Hachette UK A rabbi raises a terrifying ancient creature - the golem - to protect his
congregation, but the results are far bloodier than he could ever have imagined.
Now, Jaz and Vayl, the CIA's top assassins, must hunt down the golem and end its
reign of terror. The events of this short story take place between Biting the Bullet
and Bitten to Death, books 3 and 4 of the Jaz Parks series.

The Eternal Kiss
ReadHowYouWant.com There's an allure to vampire tales that have seduced readers
for generations. From Bram Stoker to Stephanie Meyer and beyond, vampire stories
are here to stay. For those fresh-blooded fans of paranormal romance or for those
whose hunt and hunger never dies, these stories have what readers want! This
collection of original tales comes from some of the hottest, most popular, and bestselling YA writers, including: Holly Black (The Spiderwick Chronicles, Tithe), Libba
Bray (A Great and Terrible Beauty), Melissa De La Cruz (Blue Blood), Cassandra Clare
(City of Bones), Rachel Caine (Morganville Vampires), Nancy Holder and Debbie
Viguie (Wicked), Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof, Queen of Cool), Kelley Armstrong
(Women of Otherworld), Maria V. Snyder, Sarah Rees Brennan, Lili St. Crow, Karen
Mahoney and Dina James....They will make everyone a sucker for eternal kisses.

'Salem's Lot
Anchor #1 BESTSELLER • Ben Mears has returned to Jerusalem’s Lot in hopes that
exploring the history of the Marsten House, an old mansion long the subject of rumor
and speculation, will help him cast out his personal devils and provide inspiration for
his new book. But when two young boys venture into the woods, and only one
returns alive, Mears begins to realize that something sinister is at work. In fact, his
hometown is under siege from forces of darkness far beyond his imagination. And
only he, with a small group of allies, can hope to contain the evil that is growing
within the borders of this small New England town. With this, his second novel,
Stephen King established himself as an indisputable master of American horror, able
to transform the old conceits of the genre into something fresh and all the more
frightening for taking place in a familiar, idyllic locale.
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Sneakier Uses for Everyday Things
Andrews McMeel Publishing How to Turn a Calculator into a Metal Detector, Carry a
Survival Kit in a Shoestring, Make a Gas Mask with a Balloon, Turn Dishwashng Liquid
into a Copy Machine, Convert a Styrofoam Cup into a Speaker, and Make a James
Bond Spy Jacket with Everyday Things Did you know that your standard issue of
Sports Illustrated magazine can be turned into over 20 useful gadgets? In author Cy
Tymony's Sneakier Uses for Everyday Things, you'll learn how an average magazine
can become many extraordinary gadgets such as a compass, hearing aid, magniﬁer,
peashooter, and bottle opener. Sneakier Uses for Everyday Things covers 40
educational and unique projects that anybody can successfully complete with simple
household items. The book includes a list of necessary materials, detailed sketches,
and step-by-step instructions for each gadget and gizmo. Among the sneaky
schemes are: * Creating a electroscope out of a glass jar * Turning a drinking cup
into a speaker * Using an AM radio as a metal detector * Making a spy gadget jacket
with over 20 individual sneaky uses ranging from a siren and whistle to a walkietalkie and voice recorder These days, "be prepared" applies to more than just the
Boy Scouts. Sneakier Uses for Everyday Things provides loads of practical ideas,
science projects, and captivating solutions for dealing with life's unexpected
challenges. Great fun for the curious, inventive, and creative of all ages.

A Butterﬂy Is Patient
Chronicle Books The creators of the award-winning An Egg Is Quiet and A Seed Is
Sleepy have teamed up again to create this gorgeous and informative introduction to
the world of butterﬂies. From iridescent blue swallowtails and brilliant orange
monarchs to the worlds tiniest butterﬂy (Western Pygmy Blue) and the largest
(Queen Alexandra's Birdwing), an incredible variety of butterﬂies are celebrated here
in all of their beauty and wonder. Perfect for a child's bedroom bookshelf or for a
classroom reading circle! Plus, this is the ﬁxed format version, which looks almost
identical to the print edition.

Dead Until Dark
Penguin Sink your teeth into the ﬁrst novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Sookie Stackhouse series—the books that gave life to the Dead and inspired the
HBO® original series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just a small-time cocktail
waitress in small-town Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's quiet, doesn't get out much, and
tends to mind her own business—except when it comes to her “disability.” Sookie
can read minds. And that doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill
Compton. He’s tall, dark, handsome—and Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking.
He’s exactly the type of guy she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a
disability of his own: he’s a vampire with a bad reputation. And when a string of
murders hits Bon Temps—along with a gang of truly nasty bloodsuckers looking for
Bill—Sookie starts to wonder if having a vampire for a boyfriend is such a bright idea.
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The Queen of Izmoroz
Orbit Sonya has brought a foreign army to free her country from imperial rule, but
her allies may have other goals in the second book of this thrilling epic fantasy
trilogy from Jon Skovron. The ﬁrst battle is over, but war yet looms on the horizon.
Sonya and her allies--the foreign Uaine and their armies of the undead--have beaten
the imperial soldiers and ousted them from Izmoroz. Now they have the rest of the
empire to free. Meanwhile, betrayed by his sister, his homeland, and his ﬁancé,
Sonya’s brother the famed wizard Sebastian has retreated with the imperial forces.
But another traitor is waiting in the capital, and enemies of the throne may hide in
plain sight...

One Foot in the Fade
Orbit Welcome back to the streets of Sunder City, a darkly imagined world perfect for
readers of Ben Aaronovitch and Jim Butcher. In a city that lost its magic, an angel
falls in a downtown street. His wings are feathered, whole—undeniably magical—the
man clearly ﬂew, because he left one hell of a mess when he plummeted into the
sidewalk. But what sent him up? What brought him down? And will the answers help
Fetch bring the magic back for good? Working alongside necromancers, genies, and
shadowy secret societies, through the wildest forests and dingiest dive bars, this
case will leave its mark on Fetch's body, his soul, and the fate of the world. Praise for
the Fetch Phillips novels: "Superb... With a lead who would be at home in the pages
of a Raymond Chandler or James Ellory novel and a nicely twisty plot, this
installment makes a strong case for Arnold's series to enjoy a long run." ―Publishers
Weekly "Arnold's universe has everything, including the angst of being human. The
perfect story for adult fantasy fans—a tough PI and a murder mystery wrapped
around the mysticism of Hogwarts, sprinkled with faerie dust." ―Library Journal
(starred review) Fetch Phillips Novels The Last Smile in Sunder City Dead Man in a
Ditch One Foot in the Fade

Bitter Seeds
St. Martin's Press When the Nazis ally with a man who walks through walls and a
woman who uses her knowledge of the future to twist the present, agent Raybould
Marsh must rally Britain's secret warlocks to hold an impending World War II invasion
at bay.

Magic Bites
A Special Edition of the First Kate
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Daniels Novel
Penguin #1 New York Times bestselling author Ilona Andrews invites you to
experience the ﬁrst novel in the “intriguing world” (Locus) of Kate Daniels with this
special edition of Magic Bites... Kate Daniels is a down-on-her-luck mercenary who
makes her living cleaning up magical problems. But when Kate’s guardian is
murdered, her quest for justice draws her into a power struggle between two strong
factions within Atlanta’s magic circles. Pressured by both sides to ﬁnd the killer, Kate
realizes she’s way out of her league—but she wouldn’t want it any other way... This
special edition includes in-depth information about the world of Kate Daniels, with
descriptions of its characters and factions. Explore Kate’s Atlanta like never before
with answers to FAQ and a quiz to ﬁnd your place there. And don’t miss the prequel
story “A Questionable Client,” as well as scenes of events in Magic Bites from
Curran’s point of view.

An Evening for Vayl and Jaz
Hachette UK In this short story, told from each character's perspective, Vayl and Jaz
spend a romantic evening together. This story takes place after the events of Bitten
to Death.

Biting the Bullet
Orbit I'm Lucille Robinson (aka Jaz Parks). This is a mission unlike anything my
vampire boss, Vayl, and I have ever been on. It's not our usual take them out and
run; it's an undercover mission that needs the whole gang: a psychic, an interpreter,
and a weapons specialist. We're joining a Special Ops team to nail the Wizard, a
major terrorist thorn in the military's side. We've never gone in with such heavy
artillery before, but the more the merrier, right? Um . . . nope. At least not since Vayl
and I learned part of our job is to ferret out a mole concealed in our unit. To add to
our problems, we're being harried by a pack of reavers bent on revenge, and
targeted by a Seer who wants to share Vayl's power - at any cost. Oh yeah, and let's
not forget the army of demonic, soul-sucking parasites either. This is going to be a
blast.

Spiritual Seduction
Simon and Schuster From the author of One G-String Short of Crazy, a sexy tale with
a paranormal twist puts one unsuspecting woman in the center of a dangerous
struggle between her conniving dead husband and her irresistible immortal lover.
Widowed with two small children, Riley Tyson is devastated when her husband,
Bradley, is murdered. She doesn’t miss his ﬁery temper and heartless philandering,
though. In fact, now that he’s dead, their relationship is better than ever. Bradley’s
spirit sneaks into her bedroom at night, tempting her with gentle, seductive caresses
and showering her with the attention he never gave her in life. It seems too crazy to
be true. Until he drags her unsuspecting soul into a world so evil even Lucifer won’t
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go near it. . . . Enter Malik Davenport, Riley’s boss and longtime friend. At six feet
seven, with smooth, almond-colored skin and vibrant blue eyes, Malik rarely goes
unnoticed. An ancient warrior prince who specializes in slaying demons, he’s the only
man who can save Riley’s life—and the only one whose passionate touch unleashes
the sexy vixen inside her. As Bradley’s ruthless spirit orchestrates a deadly power
surge against the living, Malik and his team of paladins prepare for a war of the
worlds that has been brewing for ages. If they win, Malik and Riley can be together
forever, but if they lose, the fate of humanity hangs in the balance.

Prophecy of the Sisters
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers An ancient prophecy divides two sisters- One
good... One evil... Who will prevail? Twin sisters Lia and Alice Milthorpe have just
become orphans. They have also become enemies. As they discover their roles in a
prophecy that has turned generations of sisters against each other, the girls ﬁnd
themselves entangled in a mystery that involves a tattoo-like mark, their parents'
deaths, a boy, a book, and a lifetime of secrets. Lia and Alice don't know whom they
can trust. They just know they can't trust each other.

The Liar's Knot
Rook and Rose, Book Two
Hachette UK Trust is the thread that binds us . . . and the rope that hangs us. In
Nadezra, peace is as tenuous as a single thread. The ruthless House Indestor has
been destroyed, but darkness still weaves through the city's ﬁlthy back alleys and
jewel-bright gardens, seen by those who know where to look. Derossi Vargo has
always known. He has sacriﬁced more than anyone imagines to carve himself a
position of power among the nobility, hiding a will of steel behind a velvet smile. He'll
be damned if he lets anyone threaten what he's built. Grey Serrado knows all too
well. Bent under the yoke of too many burdens, he ﬁghts to protect the city's most
vulnerable. Sooner or later, that ﬁght will demand more than he can give. And Ren,
daughter of no clan, knows best of all. Caught in a knot of lies, torn between her
heritage and her aristocratic masquerade, she relies on her gift for reading pattern
to survive. And it shows her the web of corruption that traps her city. But all three
have yet to discover just how far that web stretches. And in the end, it will take more
than knives to cut themselves free...

Green Rider
Penguin After an unexpected confrontation with a dying knight, Karigan G'ladheon
becomes the unlikely bearer of a vital message to the king, on a mission during
which she faces assassins and other deadly dangers in a world of complex magic.
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